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THE MATTERS SET FORTH IN THIS “WHITEPAPER: A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO DETERMINE THE
FAIR MARKET VALUE OF XRP” (THE “VALUATION WHITEPAPER”) ARE PROPRIETARY TO THE
CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE THAT WAS FORMED ON OR ABOUT NOVEMBER 28, 2022 TO EVALUATE
THE “PROPOSED TERMS FOR THE PURCHASE OF XRP TOKENS FROM PARTICIPATING
TOKENHOLDERS” (THE “CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE”) AND THE RESULT OF SUBSTANTIAL TIME AND
MATERIAL EXPENSE INVESTED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ON BEHALF
OF RETAIL XRP TOKENHOLDERS. THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER IS
PROTECTED BY U.S. FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAW; PROVIDED THAT A WORLDWIDE, ROYALTY FREE,
FAIR USE LICENSE IS GRANTED TO ANY PERSON THAT DESIRES TO DISSEMINATE (OR OTHERWISE
MAKE USE OF) ALL OR A PORTION OF THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER SO LONG AS PROPER
ATTRIBUTION TO THE ENTIRE VALUATION WHITEPAPER IS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED WITH ANY SUCH
DISSEMINATION (OR USE) AS FOLLOWS:

See "Whitepaper: A Comprehensive Approach to Determine the Fair Market Value of XRP"
(published June 2023), CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE: https://bit.ly/3WrDO3H

 
THE CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE PREPARED CERTAIN PORTIONS OF THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER

BASED ON PUBLICLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION, WHICH SOURCES ARE CITED WHERE POSSIBLE. THE
CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE HAS NOT AND DOES NOT INTEND TO INDEPENDENTLY VERIFY ANY OF
SUCH INFORMATION, ALL OF WHICH THE CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ASSUMES IS ACCURATE AND
COMPLETE IN ALL MATERIAL RESPECTS. IF THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER CONTAINS PROJECTIONS,
FORECASTS OR OTHER FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS, THE CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ASSUMES
THAT THEY WERE PREPARED BASED ON THE BEST AVAILABLE ESTIMATES OF THE FUTURE EVENTS
UNDERLYING SUCH STATEMENTS. THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER SPEAKS ONLY AS OF ITS DATE AND THE
CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ASSUMES NO DUTY TO UPDATE IT OR TO ADVISE ANY PERSON THAT ITS
CONCLUSIONS HAVE CHANGED.
 
THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER IS SOLELY FOR YOUR INFORMATION PURPOSES. CONSIDER IT ALONG
WITH OTHER FACTS, ADVICE OR YOUR OWN INSIGHTS BEFORE MAKING YOUR OWN INDEPENDENT
BUSINESS OR INVESTMENT DECISIONS. NO PERSON SHOULD RELY ON IT FOR ANY PURPOSE.

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALMOST ALL PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ARE HOLDERS
OF XRP, AND THEREFORE THIS FACT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS MATERIAL IN CONNECTION WITH
YOUR ANALYSIS OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE VALUATION WHITEPAPER.
 
THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER IS NOT AN OFFER TO SELL OR A SOLICITATION OF AN INDICATION OF
INTEREST TO PURCHASE ANY SECURITY, OPTION, COMMODITY, FUTURE, LOAN, TOKEN OR CURRENCY.
THIS VALUATION WHITEPAPER IS NOT A COMMITMENT TO UNDERWRITE ANY SECURITY OR TOKEN, TO
LOAN ANY FUNDS OR TO MAKE ANY INVESTMENT. THE CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE DOES NOT OFFER
TAX, LEGAL OR ACCOUNTING ADVICE, AND ALL RELATED DUTIES ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED.
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OVERVIEW
If the lawsuit between the SEC and Ripple had
never happened, and the XRP Ledger had
been in a position to grow organically without
interference from the legacy banking system
and the federal government, what could the
value of XRP have been?

 
The objective of the Valuation Committee was to
answer that question. Understanding exactly how
to do that introduced other complex tasks, such
as determining all the value that exists in the
world, and how much of that value will ultimately
be transacted daily on the blockchain.

 
We chose to build the XRP valuation models in
public, collecting questions and feedback from
the broader community along the way. The
reactions varied from immensely supportive to
outright hostile, with many flavors in between. 

 
Some people questioned our decision to be
transparent and felt we should have waited until
we were finished to share information about
anything that we built and learned. 

 
However, we believe the choice we made was
the correct one. Throughout each step of the
process, new contributors appeared at the
perfect moment with the right idea, question or
model.

 
The valuation exercise was truly a group effort. It
confirmed our belief that a collection of minds
committed to a common goal is truly a force to
be reckoned with.

 
The analysis undertaken by this Valuation
Committee was intended to understand, and
quantify, the fair market value of XRP. Initially,
this was taken on to calculate the financial harm
inflicted upon retail holders of XRP from the SEC
lawsuit. 
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However, as we analyzed the output of the
various models and discussed what we learned
from the results, one thing became very clear.

The financial system benefits from stability. 
 Sovereign wealth must be protected. The
global supply chain needs to run as smoothly
as a well-oiled machine. 

If global peace and prosperity is the goal for
humanity (which it certainly is for the authors of
this paper), a high valuation for XRP is
necessary for that goal to be reached.

The models tackled the valuation from a wide
array of quantitative approaches used in other
industries. This meant we were not subject to
any specific industry biases, which was key to
our goal of being thorough and comprehensive.

From our empirical analysis of the model
results, we made several insightful conclusions
about how a digital currency like XRP works.  

The two main forces that directly impact the
valuation are transaction utility and store of
value. Due to the Virtuous Cycle dynamic,
these forces can compete with each like an
exponential growth cyclone. 

However, the forces are not equal in their
power. The store of value component, which
represents a substantially larger segment of
global wealth, is by far more influential on the
price of XRP.

The most significant, and debatable
assumption, across all models was clear.

Will XRP be primarily used as a utility
asset to exchange value? 
OR 
Will it become the next world reserve
currency that not only transacts, but is used
to store the wealth of the world?



METHODOLOGY
The Valuation Committee chose to build multiple
models to assess the value of XRP. Since this
asset is unlike any other traditionally valued in
finance and economics, it was not clear initially
what the best methodology would be.

 
Once the process of building the models began,
the Valuation Committee identified several
different hypotheses to test, and the models
built were the result of setting the goal to
innovate and establish a new paradigm for
digital asset valuation.

 
The Valuation Committee members have a very
diverse set of professional skills and
background experiences which enabled a
broad set of mathematical, economic,
financial and scientific principles to be
leveraged.

 
Each model was built from a set of base
assumptions and methods using analysis tools to
support scenario and simulation testing. 

 
Several models looked at extreme conditions
with the intent of establishing the upper and
lower limit bounds. 

 
It was clear after the first few models were
completed that a summary analysis where the
price assessments were reviewed in aggregate
to determine overlap and common traits could
lead to insightful conclusions around the
valuation.

 
In other words, what are the macro
conclusions that we learned?

 
This question was at the forefront of many
internal discussions. We knew that the specific
numbers coming out of the models were
secondary to understanding the role of concepts
like the Virtuous Cycle.

It is important to clarify the NONE of the models
are price predictions or forecasts. 

 

The models are simulations to quantify the value of

XRP in a specific sets of conditions.
 

Since the future is unknown, looking at potential

situations enabled us to learn which variables are

the most influential drivers of the value of XRP.

For example, it is well known that transactions can
happen very quickly on the XRPL, so an initial
goal was to quantify how processing a huge
volume of large transactions quickly impacted the
corresponding value of XRP.

Some models focused exclusively on transactions,
some exclusively on store of value, and others on
both applications.

This was very important in enabling the Valuation

Committee to understand what are truly the drivers

of price and which simply stated, are not significant

influences.
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The transaction-focused models addressed the speed of transactions variable, and interestingly,
there was not a significant difference in the calculated price (in nominal dollar terms) between
the simulated number of transactions per second, hour or even day. 

 
Our conclusion was there is not a tipping point for efficiency. The fact that XRP can move
value quickly means the high price necessary for a stable financial system is more substantially
impacted by the store of value aspect. 

 
When the models were compared against each other, the spread in valuations was quite large. 

 
This reinforced the importance of the assumptions, specifically whether global financial
institutions plan to use XRP as a store of value (similar to gold or USD) at scale. 
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FAIR MARKET VALUE

The fair market value is not volatile and does not
change regularly. Fair market value requires that
both the buyer and seller have access to the
same material information necessary to make
an informed transaction decision.

The market value of an asset is its price in a
marketplace between buyers and sellers. The value
can be very volatile, and is subject to irrational
market forces like consumer sentiment.

For example, media coverage of a person
connected to an asset could dramatically impact its
trading price, however, the inherent value of the
asset hadn't changed.

For example, if a news personality trashed a stock
on TV, and that business sold to government
agencies, the stock price could fall.

8

But the earnings and long term value of the
business are not tied to short term bad publicity.
Market prices are manipulated as influential
forces are ever present. 

 
The forces include consumer perceptions, media
coverage, lawsuits, trading trends that trigger
other buyers and sellers, as well as general
feelings about the economy.

 
The SEC lawsuit substantially lowered the
market price of XRP. Most digital asset
exchanges used the lawsuit as pretext to delist
XRP. The lawsuit created extreme fear and
uncertainty among businesses, developers and
investors around holding, developing
applications on the XRPL and using the asset.

 
Businesses that might have adopted XRP for
payments likely did not out of fear that using a
security for that purpose would be illegal and/or
a nightmare in terms of paperwork filings and
result in adverse taxable events.

 
As a result, the market value of XRP has been
suppressed due to manipulation of
perceptions (some very real while others are
simply fear based). Many profited financially
from knowing the uncertainty was coming.

 
That said, understanding the fair market value
of XRP is key to understanding how the SEC
lawsuit impacted the quantitative value of retail
investors' portfolios.

 
When there is information asymmetry (the
sellers had access to different information than
the buyers) there is been a deviation between the
market price and the fair market value.

Is the fair market value of a digital asset the same
as the price on an exchange?

 
No. This is a common source of confusion when
discussing the valuation effort for XRP.

 
The fair market value of an asset (stock, house, digital
asset) is a financial calculation based on its intrinsic
value. It uses a formula (a model), inputs and
assumptions. 
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THE IRS & FAIR MARKET VALUE

To figure how much you may deduct for property that you
contribute, you must first determine its fair market value on
the date of the contribution.

FAIR MARKET VALUE
Fair market value (FMV) is the price that property would sell
for on the open market. It is the price that would be agreed
on between a willing buyer and a willing seller, with neither
being required to act, and both having reasonable
knowledge of the relevant facts. If you put a restriction on
the use of property you donate, the FMV must reflect that
restriction.

WHAT IS FAIR MARKET VALUE (FMV)?

DETERMINING FAIR MARKET VALUE
Determining the value of donated property would be a simple
matter if you could rely only on fixed formulas, rules, or
methods. Usually it is not that simple. Using such formulas,
etc., seldom results in an acceptable determination of FMV.
There is no single formula that always applies when
determining the value of property.

This is not to say that a valuation is only guesswork. You must
consider all the facts and circumstances connected with the
property, such as its desirability, use, and scarcity.

For example, donated furniture should not be evaluated at
some fixed rate such as 15% of the cost of new replacement
furniture.

When the furniture is contributed, it may be out of style or in
poor condition, therefore having little or no market value. On
the other hand, it may be an antique, the value of which could
not be determined by using any formula.

UNUSUAL MARKET CONDITIONS

A common error is to rely too much on past events that do not fairly reflect the
probable future earnings and FMV.

Information in this graphic was taken verbatim from the
IRS document

The sale price of the property itself in an arm's-length
transaction in an open market is often the best evidence
of its value. When you rely on sales of comparable
property, the sales must have been made in an open
market.

If those sales were made in a market that was
artificially supported or stimulated so as not to be
truly representative, the prices at which the sales
were made will not indicate the FMV.

For example, liquidation sale prices usually do not
indicate the FMV. Also, sales of stock under unusual
circumstances, such as sales of small lots, forced sales,
and sales in a restricted market, may not represent the
FMV.

USING PAST EVENTS TO PREDICT THE FUTURE

FACTORS
In making and supporting the valuation of property, all factors
affecting value are relevant and must be considered.

These include:
1) The cost or selling price of the item,
2) Sales of comparable properties,
3) Replacement cost, and
4) Opinions of experts

OPINIONS OF EXPERTS
Generally, the weight given to an expert's opinion on
matters such as the authenticity of a coin or a work of
art, or the most profitable and best use of a piece of
real estate, depends on the knowledge and
competence of the expert and the thoroughness with
which the opinion is supported by experience and
facts. 

For an expert's opinion to deserve much weight, the
facts must support the opinion.

SOURCE: Publication 561
(Rev. February 2000) Cat.
No. 15109Q "Determining the
Value of Donated Property"



THE VIRTUOUS CYCLE
A key economic principle used in several
models is the exponential growth dynamic
known as the Virtuous Cycle.

 
XRP is a utility currency which means it can
function in two specific roles. It can serve as
money to enable transfers of value (for
payments and tokenized assets) and it can
serve as a store of value.

XRP adoption within the banking sector was
curtailed due to the stigma and concern that
resulted from to the SEC vs. Ripple lawsuit.

However, the case will end eventually, and the
virtual currency will hopefully have the legal
clarity it needs to serve in its intended
purpose.

Initially, that will likely be as a payments
currency within the banking sector. As
adoption grows, it should become more
evident to other industries that using
blockchain assets for payments and the
transfer of tokenized assets is more
efficient than the current (and antiquated)
banking system.

Consequently, new use cases will emerge to
leverage the cost and time savings in digital asset
payments. This is known as Jevon’s Paradox (click
here for more).

 
As more and more new uses emerge, and the
utility of XRP gains momentum, the price will
increase. Consequently, some market participants
could see the rising price as a signal that XRP is a
good store of value.

People need to store their wealth somewhere, so
an asset that is steadily increasing in price is a
very attractive option.

When more people (and institutions) increase
their holding of XRP (storing wealth in the asset),
those tokens will be removed (at least
temporarily) from the circulating supply available
for transactions.

 
This becomes a repeating flywheel that builds
upon itself via the compound effect and is known
as the Virtuous Cycle.

As the flywheel goes around and around, it
picks up momentum and accelerates.
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CROSS MODEL COMPARISON
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A wide range of potential values was observed across the simulations, which highlighted the
importance of understanding the role of transaction value vs. store of value.

 
The most significant driver of XRP asset price centers around how much the world decides to use
the asset to store wealth. This will likely happen AFTER people observe modest price increases from
utility use which is why the virtuous cycle concept is key to modeling what the most likely outcome
could have looked like.

11

A world where "everything is tokenized" means global value migrates to the blockchain and
the impact on ALL THE MONEY (and assets) moving via the XRPL is massive. While we cannot
yet know how much of that value will transact and be stored on the XRPL, the intent of the XRP
valuation exercise was to quantify what the ecosystem could look like had the lawsuit not
slowed down the organic growth potential of the XRPL.



APPROACH

I NS IGHTS

ASSUMPT IONS

Assumes a "big bang" event that drives FX 
exchange volume onto the XRPL quickly

A large price increase early in the adoption

curve leads to a sell off, and decrease in price
(not desirable to financial institutions)

Model looks at key ratios in the calculations,
including the ratio of total assets globally vs.
those transacted daily, and XRP circulating
supply vs. XRP traded daily

Assumes transactions can happen every second

during each of the 86.4K daily seconds

I NS IGHTS

Model based on biological & environmental systems
that evolve and adapt over time

Design of model based on a dynamic pipeline that 
adjusts based on the volume of value flow throughout
the financial ecosystem

Most sophisticated model in the set that accounts for 
several scenarios, including a steep initial rise in price 
that leads retail to sell resulting in a dramatic drop in 
price

Pipeline Flow model addresses transaction volume, store
of value, factors in supply & demand interaction and 
competitive interaction dynamics

Model looks at protocol as a dynamic system analogous
to water moving through a set of pipes

The water is the value that flows through the system

The pipes are the payment rails within the system

The amount of pipes is the supply of XRP. This includes
the circulating supply and the inactive supply. 

The diameter of the pipe is the price of XRP (which is
elastic and can expand and contract as the value
moves through the system)

MODEL BUILDER

FOUNDATION MODEL NAME Pipeline Flow Model

Dr. Deon Bakkes, PhD

Evolutionary Biology &
Ecology

METHODOLOGY CONCLUS IONS

This model does not point a specific outcome as it
looks to shape how the ecosystem will evolve over
time based on changes in relative
importance of supply and demand

Understanding how early events (initial increase

in price) impact subsequent events was a key
element to the simulations from this model

Model clearly demonstrated how price volatility

could happen, and why that could be
problematic for financial institutions 

This model was very different from the others in that it treats the XRPL as an ecosystem that reacts,
evolves and adapts (similar to biological systems). Consequently, it is the most advanced model built by
the Valuation Committee and enables simulations of the various inputs. The value of this model isn't tied to
any single value output, but to enable users to understand how the value over volume 'protocol' to
determine price could react when certain conditions are present.

Transactions & Store of Value
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XRP FUNCTION

XRP VALUATION MODEL #1
FAIR MARKET VALUE SIMULATION MODEL

METHODOLOGY CONCLUS IONS
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XRP VALUATION MODEL #1



APPROACH

I NS IGHTS

ASSUMPT IONS

METHODOLOGY CONCLUS IONS

XRP is used for cross border payments and
foreign exchange (FX) transactions

10% of global transactions are run using the

XRPL by 2030

The XRP held in the escrow is assumed to NOT

be available for store of value use
 

Discount rate applied to avoid assuming that
the future value of money is the same as in
the present time

Model addresses transaction speed, and used a time 
difference between transactions of one second.
However, the price did not vary much when that was 
changed to an hour or even a day (on a nominal dollar 
basis)

Looked at impact of two very large markets - cross
border payments and FX being transacted via the XRPL. 
The faster this migration happens, the greater the impact
on the value of XRP

Model was built in 2018 and was first to be publicly
shared around valuation of XRP

Addresses the competing roles of utility (transactions)
and store of value

Quantifies the important role of rate of adoption on the
corresponding value. The virtuous cycle impact is tied
to adoption rate

 
Innovative model to first understand how the use of XRP
will create demand for people to hold the asset as a
store of value, which removes available supply from
potential use in transactions

MODEL BUILDER

MODEL NAME Athey & Mitchnick Model Economics & Monetary Theory

The store of value impact on XRP value is
considerably more influential than the value
derived from transaction use

Excluding major markets like derivatives and
real estate undervalues the potential asset
valuation, therefore this model is conservative

 
This model was pivotal in quantifying the
competing forces of transactions and store of
value, which is challenging to model

Susan Athey & Robert Mitchnick Transactions & Store of Value
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FOUNDATION 

XRP FUNCTION

XRP VALUATION MODEL #2
FAIR MARKET VALUE SIMULATION MODEL

The A&M model was the original used to simulate potential values for XRP, and to understand the impact of store of
value competing with transaction utility. All models, especially those built first, must rely on assumptions that can be
difficult to verify. As a result, conservative numbers are generally chosen. Adoption of the XRPL could happen very
quickly in response to a crisis, and use in additional financial markets (e.g., derivatives) is very possible which means
the consequent value of XRP could be substantially higher than simulated in this model.
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XRP VALUATION MODEL #2



APPROACH

I NS IGHTS

ASSUMPT IONS

METHODOLOGY CONCLUS IONS

XRP is exclusively a transaction currency and is
NOT used for speculative investing or as a store of
value

The time value of money is consistent across the

globe, and the follows a growth rate of 10%

Transaction speed will not change in the future,

and is fixed at 1,500 transactions per second

Cumulative annual growth rate of world trade

(CAGR) follows a specific path until 2030, and
deviates after that point

XRP will have competition from other networks and
will only capture 54% of the market on average
over the 100 year period

Accounting based approach that quantifies the role of
transactions on the value of XRP

 
Since most global reserve currencies have a lifespan
of 100 years, this model looked at a long term “life
cycle” view of asset value

As with the Athey & Mitchnick Model, this model
leverages the Quantity Theory of Money concept
where money is primarily used as a medium of
exchange

Transactions on the XRPL process very fast and
efficiently which was a key facet to this model
(understanding value that results from utility adoption)

MODEL BUILDER

MODEL NAME

This model isolated the impact of long term utility
on the value of XRP. However, it is very likely that 
substantial portions of the circulating supply are 
removed to store value

The price of XRP due to transaction utility 
increases slowly at first, with higher levels of 
growth in later years

This model took a very long term approach to 
growth around XRP utility, and how the value of 
XRP will be held off market as a store of value

This model was focused exclusively on the transactional utility of XRP as a medium of exchange.
Consequently, the impact on the price was much lower than observed in the store of value focused models.
Over a long period (99 years), the value does not increase until the later part of that time period, similar to
how compound returns provide the largest magnitude increases after a substantial amount of time.

A unique element to this model is a probabilistic scenario
calculation that weighs the price based on the likelihood 
of four potential supply outcomes: Total supply (100B); 
Liquid Supply (83B); Current Circulating Supply (56.6B); 
and Future Circulating Liquid Supply (36.9B)

The scenarios address the variable of the circulating
supply of XRP, and how much will be available for
transactions in the future. Because this variable has a
significant impact on the modeled price of the asset, it
was important to look at various options.
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FOUNDATION 

XRP FUNCTION

XRP VALUATION MODEL #3
FAIR MARKET VALUE SIMULATION MODEL

99 Year Golden Eagle Model Banking Principles

Business Professional in India Transactions
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XRP VALUATION MODEL #3
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APPROACH

I NS IGHTS

ASSUMPT IONS

METHODOLOGY CONCLUS IONS

A discount rate was applied to the calculation, which is
key to the DCF methodology. This is used to quantify
the impact of risk and the cost of capital

 
A staggered adoption rate was chosen based on
observed growth in other industries. We did not assume
growth would be linear

Terminal value is the value of XRP beyond the timespan
we looked at (2030), which was discounted to the
present time (2023)

The base volume of transactions was derived 
from the current global GDP. See Appendix II

Generally, a higher discount rate is a

conservative view, and a lower discount rate is
an optimistic view. In the DCF model, we
looked at a range of values (6%-12%) and
chose a conservative input of 10%

While the DCF methodology is commonly used

to value businesses in the world of investment
banking, it does not account for the fact that
XRP will be removed from the circulating
supply as a store of value

DCF approach is a commonly used method for 
understanding the future value of money in the present 
time

The XRP Ledger may be viewed as a “pipeline of value”

where the value passing through the XRPL can be thought
of as cash flow through a traditional business system

The value of money changes over time, so when an
investment is made, there is a risk that the return could
be lower than if the money were deployed elsewhere

The DCF model looks how the transaction value of money
moved via XRP increases over a 10 year time period, and
the corresponding impact on the price of XRP

MODEL BUILDER

MODEL NAME Discounted Cash Flow

Silvercliff Partners

Difficult to know which discount rate & growth
rate will accurately describe the future,
therefore, a conservative set of assumptions were
chosen

While it is insightful to look at the role of various
inputs on the transactional value, excluding the
impact of store of value on the circulating supply
limits the accuracy of this approach

Utility adoption will likely lead the financial system
to move towards the most efficient system to
exchange value

The Discounted Cash Flow approach was key to understanding the transactional value of XRP. The range
of potential values tied to various discount rates and economic growth rates illustrate the critical role of
model assumptions. If economic growth rates are considerably higher once digital asset adoption spurs
new businesses and economic models, the observed adoption (and consequent price increase) could be
considerably higher. 
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FOUNDATION 

XRP FUNCTION

XRP VALUATION MODEL #4
FAIR MARKET VALUE SIMULATION MODEL

Banking Principles

Transactions
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XRP VALUATION MODEL #4
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APPROACH

I NS IGHTS

METHODOLOGY

ALL THE MONEY in the world was calculated 
using documented resources. See Appendix II

Considerable amounts of money that are likely,

but difficult to verify, were excluded which
means the valuation is conservative

Scenario assumes all value is tokenized at
once which is unlikely (especially for real
estate due to technical challenges)

While the utility of XRP is a primary reason

adoption is likely, the value of the asset in this
model is not driven by transaction use

Model determined the value of all assets tokenized on
the network (ALL THE MONEY)

Each tokenized asset corresponds to a physical or
financial asset currently considered to be of high value
or money (e.g., gold, fiat currency, real estate, stocks or
bonds)

Considered an "extreme" approach that aimed to look at
a scenario where ALL THE MONEY in the world is
tokenized on the XRPL to ensure enough coverage
should that outcome happen

Similar to an insurance policy that must cover a worst
case scenario to ensure enough resources would be
available

MODEL BUILDER

FOUNDATION 

XRP FUNCTION

MODEL NAME

CONCLUS IONS

ASSUMPT IONS

The value of "ALL THE MONEY" was determined and 
divided by the total supply of XRP. This calculated the
value of the total money supply that must be 
collateralized per coin

This simulation assumed that the world's value is
tokenized by 2030. A net present value calculation
with a 10% discount rate was applied to determine
the value of XRP in today's money (commonly used
practice in accounting and investment banking)

Based on the total money supply confirmed to
exist today ($5.3 Quadrillion), the value of XRP
would need to be $122K 

 
There are assumptions that both overvalue XRP
(not all the money ends up tokenized) and
undervalue XRP (additional value exists (or will
exist) that is not accounted for)

However, the potential consequences on the
financial system are greater if the asset is
undervalued

The collateralization approach may be classified as an extreme scenario to determine the value for XRP should
ALL THE MONEY (and assets) be tokenized on the XRPL. While it is difficult to know if that will happen, a higher
value for XRP ensures that there is ample coverage in that unlikely event. Similar to insurance policy coverage, it
is better to plan for an extreme scenario than assume it cannot happen and have insufficient value available to
collateralize or cover the assets.
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XRP VALUATION MODEL #5
FAIR MARKET VALUE SIMULATION MODEL

Collateralization Model Accounting Principles

Valhil Capital Store of Value
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APPROACH

I NS IGHTS

ASSUMPT IONS

METHODOLOGY CONCLUS IONS

While it is possible that multiple ledgers could
be used to move and store value, financial 
systems naturally migrate to those most 
efficient and where money is treated best

ALL THE MONEY based on sources (mostly 
gold) that are believed to exist but not yet 
verifiable via mainstream sources

Financial system (and global peace) need a 
stable XRP value that could support a much 
greater economy and global money supply

The value of XRP must be high enough to ensure long
term financial stability

 
Similar to the collateralization model in that it is
focused exclusively on store of value for XRP

Model looked at the value of ALL THE MONEY, and
applied base 10 mathematical principles to
determine maximum collateral coverage necessary to
move and store ALL value on XRPL

Financial system benefits from an XRP value that can
support considerable expansion (new value onto the
ledger) and ALL THE MONEY currently in existence

Calculations were similar to the collateralization
model. The value of "ALL THE MONEY" was determined
and divided by the total supply of XRP. This calculated
the value of the total money supply that must be
collateralized per coin

This model is forward thinking and addresses not only
the money circulating now, but the future money (gold)
that has been held back from usage but is expected to
be reintroduced into the economy

MODEL BUILDER

MODEL NAME Mathematics 

Store of Value

This model is a future oriented view where all global
value resides on the XRPL, & the price of XRP must 
be high enough to ensure ample liquidity

The long term role of XRP and the XRPL are tied to

store of value and asset collateraliztion. Utility
based price not a factor relatively speaking

If the world moves to a paradigm where everything

of value is tokenized, and the various asset backed
tokens are functionally derivatives of the world
reserve currency (XRP), the price would need to be
very high

If the global financial system were to run using XRP, it could take a huge volume of coins to move large sums of
money. The global financial system seeks efficiency and stability. A high price for XRP with low volatility is in the
best interests of the large banks and institutions that move money. It is more efficient to move large sums of money
if the value of XRP is very high. 
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FOUNDATION 

XRP FUNCTION

XRP VALUATION MODEL #6
FAIR MARKET VALUE SIMULATION MODEL

Quantum Liquidity

Dave XRP Lion
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XRP VALUATION MODEL #6



COLLATERALIZATION
While the blockchain is viewed as a technology innovation, the concept of a ledger originates in accounting. Ledgers are
used to store information about transactions and to record the value of assets, liabilities and equity.

 
Generally, transactional data within ledgers is organized into:
 A. Revenues and expenses (which flow through the income statement over a specified period of time, such as month, 
quarter or year)
 B. Assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity (which are viewed at a given snapshot moment in time on the balance sheet)

The concept of a double-entry is also part of bookkeeping and ledger accounting. Double-entry bookkeeping is when
every transaction impacts at least one debit and one credit account. In other words, each transaction appears in two
columns: the debit column and the credit column, whose totals must balance.

 
FROM AN ACCOUNTING PERSPECTIVE, tokenized assets and liabilities on the XRPL can be thought of as analogous
to accounts recorded on a global, distributed balance sheet. 

 
A balance sheet (for example) could include a gold account, an oil account and a real estate account. When we decide to
assess the world’s assets, liabilities and equity at a given moment of time, and represent the value of those assets on the
XRPL, we are effectively tokenizing (or recording) those accounts and accounting for them. 

 
NOTE: It is important to clarify the distinction between the technical process of tokenizing the property rights tied with
owning an asset from the accounting concept. In the technical process, when looking at physical assets like land or
gold, the tokenized asset represents the ownership rights of the physical asset - much like a digital form of the deed
to the land or a digital certificate of ownership of the gold. When looking at debts, the tokenized debt represents the
creditor’s and debtor’s obligations of the debt - much like an IOU or promissory note.

 
With the collateralization model, we are looking at the value of assets from an accounting perspective. This is important
when determining how much value is held on the XRPL in a tokenized form and implicitly distributed among the
existing supply of XRP.

 
Transactions of these tokenized assets and liabilities on the XRPL can be thought of as analogous to transactional entries
being made onto a global, distributed “income statement” or “profits and loss statement (P&L).” 

 
Moving the assets and liabilities from account to account was initially seen as the primary use case for XRP because of the
speed (3 -5 seconds), low cost (typically a fraction of one penny), and sustainable nature (low energy impact) of using
XRP to transmit value.

 
As discussed throughout this Valuation Whitepaper, the efficient use case to transmit value is really the “other side of the
coin” and will (as adoption grows and drives the virtuous cycle flywheel) cause more businesses and individuals to retain
XRP for transactional use in the future. This will consequently lead to more assets and liabilities being tokenized onto the
XRPL.

 
We acknowledge that assets and liabilities will be also tokenized on other protocols, and that even certain tokenized assets
existing on the XRPL will not directly impact the price of XRP. 

 
However, if (as many people reasonably believe) XRP is the MOST liquid asset currently in existence and the XRPL is the
MOST efficient network for transmitting standardized packets of value anywhere in the world in three to five seconds
at almost no cost, logic dictates that all value will ultimately be represented on the XRPL and distributed (at least
implicitly) across all XRP in existence at any given time. Capital flows to where it is treated best.

 
This is, by definition, the essence of “economic efficiency.”
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Economic efficiency is the quality of economic activity in which resources are used and goods distributed in a way that
generates the greatest benefits to producers and consumers; when all goods and factors of production in an economy
are distributed or allocated to their most valuable uses and waste is eliminated or minimized.
See https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/economic_efficiency.asp

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/economic_efficiency.asp


CONCLUSIONS
Using multiple models to simulate various conditions
enabled the team to understand the key driver of
XRP's fair market value.

 
While utility will likely be the primary force to drive
adoption of XRP and the XRPL, the high speed &
low cost of transactions are not primary drivers of
XRP price.

 
Our empirical analysis (excluding outliers) reflects  
a set of values that centers around a mean value
of $12K. The values between the mean and
median range between $12K - $22K.

 
The Virtuous Cycle explains how the two
competing forces work together to drive up the
price. However, ultimately, the store of value
function of XRP is the most significant variable
behind a high price valuation.

 
While those focused on the technology love the
efficiency and speed of the network, using XRP for
transactions is a short term commitment activity for
banks, institutions and sovereign nations.

 
However, those entities all hold wealth, and must
choose an asset (or assets) in which to store that
wealth. For the past 75 years, much of the world
has chosen the US Dollar for both transactions
and store of value (US Treasuries). 

 
As the world shifts away dependence solely on the
dollar, there is a need for a new sovereign-neutral
monetary system.

 
While it is difficult to predict how quickly or
widespread adoption of the XRPL will be, the
global financial system and market participants
benefit when the price of XRP is stable and high
in value.

 
The pipeline flow model mapped out the impact of
speculative retail investors on the price of the
asset. 
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A quick increase in price could lead long term (and
patient) holders to take profits, leading to a sell off.

 
In addition to clarifying the role of store of value
in price was the exercise of determining ALL THE
MONEY that exists in the world. This was a critical
model input for two of the models, and was more
difficult to accurately calculate than one might
expect.

 
This also brought up the question of future value. If
the world moves on to a new monetary system,
and the XRPL is used to exchange value on a wide
scale, it needs to grow with the global economy.

 
As technology like AI and space exploration create
new industries that may grow exponentially, it is
likely that the global economy could expand quickly. 

 
Should that happen, the financial system benefits
from a monetary system that is designed to
handle considerably larger amounts of value,
for both exchange and storage.

 
As the world emerges from a tense geopolitical
situation in part due to the end of the Petrodollar
agreement, a monetary system designed for peace
and prosperity is very important.

 
A high price for XRP that enables global growth and
ALL THE MONEY to potentially exist on the ledger
may prevent a breakdown of the fragile global
supply chain and prevent a catastrophic world war.

 
The irony around the price discussion for XRP is that
all of the parties who have a vested interest in the
asset benefit from a high price. 

 
Adoption of XRP as a store of value is the pathway
to that high valuation. That path begins with
adoption for transactions and exchanges of value.



APPENDIX I
Brief History:

In the early months following the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (the “SEC”) commencement
of the SEC v. Ripple et al lawsuit on December 22, 2020 (the “SEC Enforcement Action”), facts began
to surface suggesting the SEC had not brought the SEC Enforcement Action in good faith and may have
used the regulatory powers of the federal government to implement a “regulatory taking” of XRP from
retail tokenholders in violation of the “takings clause” set forth in the Fifth Amendment. [1] Understanding
the SEC’s success in this matter could result in XRP tokenholders being dispossessed from using or
otherwise realizing the full value of their private property in the manner such tokenholders intended, the
principals at Valhil Capital, LLC (“Valhil”) began a process to determine the actual fair market value of
XRP in an arm’s length transaction and without existing information asymmetry – notably whether the
federal government and/or its agents (e.g., the Federal Reserve Banking System) intended to use the
XRP Ledger (the “XRPL”) and its native token XRP as the primary Layer 1 protocol in an emerging global
digital financial system – colloquially referred to as the “Quantum Financial System” or “QFS.”

In August 2021, Valhil organized the first CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE (the “2021 CONFIDENTIAL
COMMITTEE”) comprised of XRP tokenholders to consider, evaluate and deliberate upon the
“CONFIDENTIAL: Term Sheet – Proposed Terms for the Purchase of XRP Tokens from Participating
Tokenholders” (the “Proposed Terms”). To our knowledge, this was the first time in history that such a
committee was organized to deliberate upon the Proposed Terms of a material M&A transaction with the
federal government of the United States (“US Gov”).
 
After several weeks of deliberation among the members of the 2021 CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE, the
2021 CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE held a telephonic meeting on Friday, September 10, 2021 and
unanimously approved the Proposed Terms and directed Valhil to take any and all reasonable,
ethical, legal and moral actions to submit the Proposed Terms to the Federal Reserve Bank of the
United States (the “FED”). On Monday, September 13, 2021, Valhil submitted the Proposed Terms to
the FED and sent a carbon copy to the Department of Treasury (the “Treasury”).
 
During the course of the following month, members of the 2021 CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE learned
additional information regarding the broader market’s intention to use the XRPL (and XRP) as the Layer 1
protocol underpinning the new Quantum Financial System into which humanity is currently in the process
of transitioning. Consequently, the Proposed Terms were revised – notably to increase the price of the
“Cash Consideration” from electronic special drawing rights (“eSDRs”) equivalent in value to
US$25,000 to eSDRs equivalent in value to US$37,500 (the “Revised Proposed Terms”). Following
receiving email approval from a majority of the members of the 2021 CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE, Valhil
submitted the Revised Proposed Terms to the FED and sent a carbon copy to the Treasury on Monday,
October 29, 2021 and requested therein that the FED engage on the “Proposed Transaction” by
November 5, 2021 (the “Drop Dead Date”).
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APPENDIX I
Having received no response from the FED by the Drop Dead Date, Valhil made the Revised Proposed
Terms public by publishing them on Twitter and also shared them with members of the media. Since
their publication, the Revised Proposed Terms have been very heatedly debated throughout the
broader “XRP Community” and “Crypto Twitter.” Several persons took the initiative to actually
contact the FED’s various district branches and confirm receipt, and were able to confirm that the
Revised Proposed Terms had, in fact, been received. They were even encouraged that the FED would
be happy to discuss with Valhil. However, Valhil’s attempts to follow-up were unrequited. To this day,
there has been no formal acknowledgement by the FED of their receipt and consideration of the
Revised Proposed Terms.
 
In the near year and half since the Revised Proposed Terms were submitted, corrupt activities (such as
#ETHGate), regulatory capture and the frequent failures and scandals of cryptocurrencies and
cryptocurrency exchanges have become common. For its part, the US Gov has failed at every level to
provide any appropriate regulatory clarity or oversight with respect to the digital asset sector.
Consequently, members of the 2021 CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE decided to reconstitute and expand
the committee to include approximately 50 members, including several “influencers” in the XRP
Community that showed an aptitude for conducting due diligence with respect to the appropriateness
of US Gov’s actions.

Therefore, on or about November 28, 2022, a second CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE (the “2022
CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE”) comprised of XRP Tokenholders and non-XRP Tokenholders was
organized by Valhil to consider, evaluate and deliberate upon an updated version of the
“CONFIDENTIAL: Term Sheet – Proposed Terms for the Purchase of XRP Tokens from Participating
Tokenholders” (the “2nd Revised Terms”), which would include a provision for “liquidated damages” to
be paid to XRP tokenholders that divested all or a portion of their XRP for certain “Qualifying
Purposes.”[2] One of the first major actions of the 2022 CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE was to create two
subcommittees by resolution duly adopted on December 7, 2022: (i) a Valuation Subcommittee that
consists of seven members of the CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE with experience in financial matters,
economics and valuations to determine the fair market value of XRP as of 2030 and discount that fair
market value to the current time period (the “Valuation Committee”); and (ii) a Technology
Implementation Subcommittee that consists of three members of the 2022 CONFIDENTIAL COMMITTEE
having experience with, and knowledge of, the systems structure of the XRPL to determine the best
manner in which to technologically implement the terms of the Proposed Transaction (as defined in the
2nd Revised Terms) (the “Technology Committee”).
 
The financial models and valuations set forth in this Valuation Whitepaper reflect the extensive work and
evaluation of the Valuation Committee.
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[1] “No person shall . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall
private property be taken for public use without just compensation.” U.S. CONST. amend. V
(emphasis added).

 
[2] “Qualifying Purpose” was defined to mean a specified purpose for which XRP could have
been divested by a “Damaged Tokenholder” during the “Period of Uncertainty” that remains
eligible to receive liquidated damages under the applicable 2nd Revised Terms and included
purposes like the following: (i) ordinary course living expenses for self, a parent, relative or
qualifying dependents; (ii) expenses incurred as a result of such person or a family member
becoming "totally and permanently disabled”; (iii) qualified higher education expenses for
self or a family member; (iv) satisfaction of an IRS levy; (v) ordinary course reasonable
business expenses; (vi) incurrence of non-elective medical expenses; (vii) incurrence of health
insurance expenses; (viii) repayment of purchase money loans the proceeds of which were
used to buy XRP; (ix) repayment of borrowed funds from a qualified retirement account; or (x)
incurrence of alimony, child support or child care expenses.
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https://www.visualcapitalist.com/100-trillion-global-economy/

https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/NGDPD@WEO/OEMDC/ADVEC/WEOWORLD

https://www.iso.org/contents/news/2022/08/the-new-trade-agenda-.html

https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/ditcinf2022d1_en.pdf

https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/trade_evolution_e/evolution_trade_wto_e.htm

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/100-trillion-global-economy/
https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/NGDPD@WEO/OEMDC/ADVEC/WEOWORLD
https://www.iso.org/contents/news/2022/08/the-new-trade-agenda-.html
https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/ditcinf2022d1_en.pdf
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/trade_evolution_e/evolution_trade_wto_e.htm
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APPENDIX III
Link to Dropbox folder with Additional Documents
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/geqpgeocqgvsny3/AABpybjOp-xwhQpocMLkT5nna?dl=0

